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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, KAMRUP (M)

                                    Case No. C.R. 166M of 2010

                ( Under Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005) 

                                                  Bella Jalan

                                                  W/O- Ashok Kumar Jalan

                                                  C/O- Sri Ram Aggarwalla, Ratnamala 

                                                   Bujarbarua Building, 2nd Floor, Near Modern 

                                                  School, Rly gate No. 8

                                                   Bharalumukh, Guwahati- 9

                                                   Dist- Kamrup (Assam)

                                                                 …………………..Aggrieved Party 

                                                                      -Vs-

                                                    1. Ashok Kumar Jalan

                                                     S/O- Sri P.D. Jalan

                                                    2. Shakuntal Jalan

                                                     W/O- P.D. Jalan

                                                    3. P.D. Jalan

                                                      S/O- Unknown

                                                      All are R/O-  Shivam Apartment,

                                                      Behind Life Pharma, Chapaguri Road

                                                      North Bongaigaon

                                                      District – Bongaigaon, Assam

                                                      4. Anil Kumar Jalan

                                                      S/O- P.D. Jalan

                                                      R/O- 3rd Floor, Banka Niwas
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                                                      Near Kumarpara Shiv Mandir

                                                      Bharalumukh, Guwahati-9

                                                                        ……………………. Respondents 

                        Present-  Sri Nayanjyoti Choudhury, JMFC, Kamrup (M)

                        For the Aggrieved Party- Mr. N. Muhtarin…. Learned Advocate 

                        For respondent- Mr. D. Kothari……..Learned Advocate 

                        Evidence recorded on— 10-05-11, 24-05-11, 25-05-11, 

                                                          01-06-11, 18-07-11, 23-08-11,

                                                           02-09-11, 12-09-11, 27-09-11,

                                                           07-01-12, 09-01-12, 18-05-13,

                                                           13-09-13, 07-01-14, 06-08-15,

                                                           14-09-15, 11-12-15, 11-05-16,

                                                           10-06-16, 11-07-16, 18-11-16,

                                                           09-02-17.

                        Argument heard on- 06-05-17

                        Final Order delivered on – 20-05-17

                                                FINAL ORDER

1. Case of the aggrieved person in brief and how the case came:-

2. The marriage between the aggrieved person and the respondent no. 1 
was solemnized on 24-06-1994 as per Hindu rites and rituals and after their 
marriage the aggrieved and the respondent no. 1 were used to live at a flat of 
North East Gases. But the respondents started to torture the aggrieved mentally 
after the marriage. The respondents used to torture the aggrieved verbally and 
emotionally for not bringing dowry. The respondents also demeaned, humiliated 
the aggrieved with undermining remarks and further ridiculed her by name 
calling. The respondents had not allowed the aggrieved to meet her parents. On 
11-11-1999 the respondent no. 1 physically assaulted the aggrieved after getting 
drunk. On 17-11-99, 18-11-99 and 19-11-99 the respondent no. 1 physically 
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assaulted the aggrieved and tried to strangulate her and threw house hold 
articles to her. The respondent no. 1 further demanded dowry from the 
aggrieved and did not provide any money to her to maintain herself and her 
children. The respondent no. 1 did not provide food, clothes and medicines to 
the aggrieved and forced her to live out of his house. The respondent no. 1 sold 
the stridhan articles of the aggrieved without her permission. 

3. Stating and alleging the aforesaid facts aggrieved has lodged the 
complaint, against the respondents under section 12 of the Protection of Women 
from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 (in brief DV Act) seeking relief(s) under 
section 18/19/20/21/22 of the Act along with a prayer to pass any order as the 
Court deem fit and proper.

4. The notice was issued to the respondents and the respondent made their 
appearances. 

5. The respondent in their written objection denied the allegations made by 
the aggrieved stating that the aggrieved was not entitled to any relief as 
claimed. It was stated that the aggrieved filed her application without specific 
prayer, date, place and verification and as such the case is liable to be 
dismissed. The respondent denied the allegation of their involvement in the 
alleged case. It was further stated that the respondent no. 4 was a Govt. 
Employee and he was nowhere related with the alleged case since he has been 
residing separately with his family. The respondent stated that the aggrieved 
who had voluntarily deserted the respondent is not entitled to the reliefs as 
claimed, hence prayer was made to dismiss the case.

6. The aggrieved party has examined four witnesses and exhibited some 
documents. The respondent cross examined the witnesses. The respondents 
have adduced the evidence five witnesses in their defence and also exhibited 
some documents.

7. Considering the material with the case record the following issued are 
framed for adjudication-

(1) Whether the petitioner is an aggrieved person?

(2) Whether any domestic violence has been taken place upon the aggrieved 
party?

(3) Whether the claims made by the aggrieved party upon the respondents 
are maintainable and to what relief/reliefs the aggrieved party is entitled for?

8. I have carefully gone through the C/R and perused the evidence on 
records. I have heard the argument put forwarded by the learned advocates for 
the aggrieved party and the respondent. The respondents submitted written 
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argument and relied on judgment of Hon’ble Supreme Court in Preeti Gupta & 
another Vs State of Jharkhand& another [Crl. Appeal No. 1512 of 10] and the 
judgments of Hon’ble Delhi High Court in Neera Singh Vs The State (Govt. of 
NCT of Delhi) and others [Crl.M.C. 7262 of 06] and Varun Malik Vs Payal Malik 
[Crl. Rev. P. No. 253 of 10].

9. I have gone through the relevant provisions of The Protection of Women 
From Domestic Violence Act, 2005 (43 of 2005 ).

11. Section 18 of The Protection of Women From Domestic Violence Act, says 
that-

Protection orders- The Magistrate may after giving the aggrieved person and the 
respondent an opportunity of being heard and on being prima facie satisfied that 
domestic violence has taken place or is likely to take place pass a protection 
order in favour of the aggrieved person and prohibit the respondent from-

(a) Committing any act of domestic violence;

(b) Aiding or abetting in the commission of acts of domestic violence;

(c) Entering the place employment of the aggrieved person or, if the 
aggrieved is a child, its school or any other place frequented by the aggrieved 
person;

(d) Attempting to communicate in any form, whatsoever, with the aggrieved 
person, including personal, oral or written or electronic or telephonic contact;

(e) Alienating any assets, operating bank lockers or bank accounts used or 
held or enjoyed by both the parties, jointly by the aggrieved person and the 
respondent or singly by the respondent, including her stridhan or any other 
property held either jointly by the parties or separately by them without the 
leave of the Magistrate;

(f) Causing violence to the dependants, other relatives or any person who 
give the aggrieved person assistance from domestic violence;

(g) Committing any other act as specified in the protection order.

12. Section 19 of The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, says 
that-

Residence orders- (1) while disposing of an application under subsection (1) of 
section 12, the Magistrate may, on being satisfied that domestic violence has 
taken place, pass a residence order-

(a) Restraining the respondent from dispossessing or in any other manner 
disturbing the possession of the aggrieved person from the shared household, 
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whether or not the respondent has a legal or equitable interest in the shared 
household;

(b) Directing the respondent to remove himself from the shared household;

(c) Restraining the respondent or any of his relatives from entering any 
portion of the shared household in which the aggrieved person resides;

(d) Restraining the respondent from alienating or disposing off the shared 
household or encumbering the same;

(e) Restraining the respondent from renouncing his rights in the shared 
household except with the leave of the Magistrate; or

(f) Directing the respondent to secure same level of alternate 
accommodation for the aggrieved person as enjoyed by her in the shared 
household or to pay rent for the same, if the circumstances so require;

Provided that no order under clause (b) be passed against any person who is a 
woman.

(2)  The Magistrate may impose any additional conditions or pass any other 
direction which he may deem reasonable necessary to protect or to provide for 
the safety of the aggrieved person.

(3)  The Magistrate may require from the respondent to execute a bond    with 
or without sureties, for preventing the commission of domestic violence.

(4) An order under sub section (3) shall be deemed to be an order under 
chapter VIII of the Cr.P.C. and shall be dealt with accordingly.

(5) While passing an order under (1), (2) and (3), the Court may also pass an 
order directing the O/C, in-charge of the nearest police station to give protection 
to the aggrieved person or to assist her or the person making an application on 
her behalf in the implementation of the order.

(6) While making an order under (1), the Magistrate may impose on the 
respondent obligations relating to the discharge of rent and other payments, 
having regard to the financial needs and resources of the parties. 

(7) The Magistrate may direct the O/C, in-charge of the police station in whose 
jurisdiction the Magistrate has been approached to assist in the implementation 
of the protection order.

(8) The Magistrate may direct the respondent to return to the possession of the 
aggrieved person her stridhan or any other property or valuable security to 
which she is entitled to.
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11. Section 20 of The Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act says-

Monetary reliefs- (1) While disposing of an application under sub section (1) of 
section 12, the Magistrate may direct the respondent to pay monetary relief to 
meet the expenses incurred and losses suffered by the aggrieved person and 
any child of the aggrieved person as a result of the domestic violence and such 
relief include but not limited to,-

(a) The loss of earnings;

(b) The medical expenses;

(c) The loss caused due to the destruction, damage or removal of any 
property from the control of the aggrieved person; and

(d) The maintenance for the aggrieved person as well as her children, if any, 
including an order under or in addition to an order of maintenance under section 
125 of the Code of Criminal Procedure, 1973( 2 of 1974 ) or any other law for 
the time being in force.

(2) The monetary relief granted under this section shall be adequate, fair and 
reasonable and consistent with the standard of living to which the aggrieved 
person is accustomed.

(3) The Magistrate shall have the power to order an appropriate lump sum 
payment or monthly payments of maintenance, as the nature and circumstances 
of the case may require.

(4) The Magistrate shall send a copy of the order for monetary relief made 
under sub section (1) to the parties to the application and to the in charge of 
the police station within the local limits of whose jurisdiction the respondent 
resides.

(5) The respondent shall pay the monetary relief granted to the aggrieved 
person within the period specified in the order under sub section (1).

(6) Upon the failure on the part of the respondent to make payment in terms of 
the order under sub section (1), the Magistrate may direct the employer or a 
debtor of the respondent, to directly pay to the aggrieved person or to deposit 
with the Court a portion of the wages or salaries or debt due to or accrued to 
the credit of the respondent, which amount may be adjusted towards the 
monetary relief payable by the respondent.

12. Section 21 of the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 
says that- 
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Custody orders- Notwithstanding anything contained in any other law for the 
time being in force, the Magistrate may, at any stage of hearing of the 
application for protection order or for any other relief under this Act grant 
temporary custody of any child or children to the aggrieved person or the person 
making an application on her behalf and specify, if necessary, the arrangements 
for visit of such child or children by the respondent:

Provided that if the Magistrate is of the opinion that any visit of the respondent 
may be harmful to the interest of the child or children, the Magistrate shall 
refuse to allow such visit.

13. Section 22 of the Protection of Women from Domestic Violence Act, 2005 
says that-

Compensation orders- In addition to other reliefs as may be granted under this 
Act, the Magistrate may on an application being made by the aggrieved person, 
pass an order directing the respondent to pay compensation and damages for 
the injuries, including mental torture and emotional distress caused by the acts 
of domestic violence committed by the respondent.

                                          Issue No. 1&2

14.  For better adjudication these two issues are taken together. These issues 
are contingent to the questions as to whether the petitioner is an aggrieved 
person or not and whether any domestic violence has been taken place upon the 
aggrieved party or not. Section 2 (a) of the Protection of Women From Domestic 
Violence Act says that “aggrieved person” means any woman who is, or has 
been, in domestic relationship with the respondent and who alleges to have 
been subjected to any act of domestic violence by the respondent. In section 
2(f) of the aforesaid Act “domestic relationship” is described as a relationship 
between two persons who live or have at any point of time lived together in a 
shared household when they are related by consanguinity, marriage or through 
a relationship in the nature of marriage, adoption or are family members living 
together as joint family. The PW 4 Bela Jalan who was the aggrieved in her 
evidence deposed that her marriage with the respondent no. 1 was solemnized 
on 24-06-1994 socially and after their marriage she started to reside in a flat of 
North East Gases. At that time she was told that the flat was in the name of her 
husband. After her marriage the PW 4 was subjected to torture. PW 4 deposed 
that her mother in law gave her clothes to other persons and used to find fault 
in her stridhan articles. PW 4 deposed that her ornaments were taken by her in 
laws in their functions and if she resisted they used to abuse her verbally. The 
respondent no. 1 used to take liquor before the marriage and after the 
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retirement of her father in law they shifted to a rented house for two years and 
since then the respondents started to demand dowry of an amount of Rs. 3 
Lakhs from her brother for purchasing a flat. PW 4 deposed that the 
respondents sometimes did not provide her food respondent no. 1 used to 
assault her. Her father in law also verbally abused the aggrieved. On 11-11-99 
the aggrieved was severely beaten and was asked to bring money from her 
brother. Respondent no. 1 told the aggrieved that he would marry for the second 
time and at the time of leaving her matrimonial home she was told as a jinx and 
her six month old child was told as untouchable. At the night her brother came 
and tried to console but the respondents abused him and so her brother took 
her from the house of the respondents. The elder son of the aggrieved was kept 
with the respondents. After three months the parents of the aggrieved took her 
back to her matrimonial home but after that she was assaulted by the 
respondents. PW 4 deposed that after the posting of respondent no. 4 at 
Guwahati the demand for money increased. In the year 2007 the aggrieved and 
the respondent no. 1 came to the residence of Anil Jalan. On the next day the 
respondent no. 1 and Anil Jalan went to the residence of her brother and 
demanded Rs. 5 Lakh but her brother could not arrange so the aggrieved was 
assaulted by her husband and Anil Jalan. PW 4 deposed that they waited for 
seven days for money and after that she went back with her husband. Anil Jalan 
also came to Bongaigaon and tortured the aggrieved. Respondent no. 1 told to 
drove aggrieved from their home and to bring money. PW 4 deposed that after 
that her husband used to take drugs and started to torture her demanding 
money. In the year 2009 at the time of Diwali the aggrieved borrowed Rs. 
10,000/- only from her neighbors and gave it to respondent no. 1 in presence of 
her father in law. After that she asked her brother to give money to the 
respondents but he could not. On 14-11-09 her mother in law and father in law 
came to the residence of Anil Jalan and from there tolf PW 4 over telephone to 
make payment. Anil Jalan demanded money to buy a flat. On 17-11-09 
respondent no. 1 assaulted the PW 4 and strangulated her. On 19-11-09 she was 
assaulted with household articles. On 21-11-09 Anil Jalan along with her father 
in law came to her brother and told him that if their demands were not fulfilled 
they would drive away the PW 4 from their house. On 22-11-09 after receiving a 
telephone call from the other respondents the respondent no. 1 drove away PW 
1 along with her child and she came to her brother’s house at Guwahati. Since 
her two sons had examination so she requested the respondents and 
accordingly they took away her children after two days. PW 4 send her brother 
in law to the respondents to bring back her educational documents from the 
respondents but they refused. The PW 4 deposed that the respondents used to 
abuse her over telephone so she stopped receiving calls from them. PW 4 
deposed that on 04-09-10 her father in law and mother in law came to their 
residence along with her two children and told her that if their demands were 
not fulfilled they would drive Krishna away from their residence. PW 4 laater on 
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came to know that nil Jalan had spoiled one educational year of Krishna. On 05-
09-10 she along with Krishna and her brother went to Bongaigaon wherein she 
stayed in a hotel. The hotel bills were exhibited as Ext. 1 &2. PW 4 deposed that 
she went to Uttam Chakrabarty who was the teacher of Krishna and as per his 
advice they approached to Ashok Jalan along with Manoj Agarwal and his friend. 
They requested him to keep Krishna but he refused so the PW 4 approached to 
the Principal and Vice Principal of Krishna’s schoolmand one Jenifer Liang who 
was a social activist. On 07-09-10 they brought back the clothes and books of 
Krishna. PW 4 wanted to bring back her article but was not allowed and the 
respondent no. 2 and 3 abused her verbally. After her return the PW 4 lodged 
the complaint before protection officer. Anil Jalan after getting information of the 
case threatened over telephone to the relatives of the aggrieved that if the case 
was not withdrawn he would bring Manoj Agarwalla on the road and implicate 
him in tax evasion case. PW 4 deposed that the monthly income of respondent 
no. 1 is about 1 Lakh/1.5 lakhs having investment in share market. PW 4 further 
deposed that the respondent no. 1 used to do the business of mixing solvent 
and to supply it in petrol pumps. It was further deposed that Surjit Singh, Anil 
Jalan were also in that business with respondent no. 1. It was stated that the 
monthly expenditure of Krishna was of Rs. 6000/- only as school fees. The 
receipts were exhibited as Ext. 3(i) to 3(vii). The money receipts of the lodge 
wherein Krishna was residning was exhibited as Ext. 4 to 15. The PW 4 deposed 
that the respondent had to accommodate her in Guwahati and give maintenance 
to her. PW 4 deposed that she return back her stridhan articles.  In her cross 
examination the PW 4 admitted that her husband invested in shares and has a 
shop of motor parts and also did money laundering. PW 4 deposed that in her 
domestic incident report everything she deposed was not mentioned. It was 
further admitted by PW 4 that she had not exhibited any bills of the stridhan 
articles. PW 4 further admitted that she forgot whether any list of stridhan 
articles were given in her marriage or not. PW 4 admitted that she had no 
knowledge whether her husband had any flat in his name or not. PW 4 deposed 
that she had not made her children witness in this case. The defence exhibited 
the domestic incident report as Ext. A and the PW 4 deposed that she had 
signed Ext. A upon its perusal. PW 4 further admitted that in Ext. A she 
mentioned the name of her husband committing domestic violence. PW 4 further 
admitted that the protection officer has not gone for spot verification. PW 4 
admitted that as per the protection officer the domestic violence was committed 
by her husband but she had not challenged the order of the protection officer. 
PW 4 further admitted that she had not made any prayer before the Court to 
make witness of her neighbors. . In her cross examination the PW 4 denied the 
suggestion that she was a regular income tax payee.   The aggrieved party 
adduced the evidence of Manoj Agarwalla, who was her elder brother, one 
Pranab Medhi and Jenifer Liang as PW 1, PW 2 and PW 3. The witnesses PW 1 
corroborated the evidence of PW 4 as to the demand by the respondents, verbal 
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abuse and the physical torture. But the PW 1 has not been able to remember 
the list of stridhan articles. On perusal of the evidence of PW 2 it is seen that the 
PW 2 on 06-09-10 went to Bongaigaon for some official purpose wherein he was 
informed that the aggrieved were in a hotel and so he came to that hotel from 
where he went to the residence of respondents wherein the aggrieved were 
requesting them to keep her children with them and the respondents were 
silent. When the PW 2 interfered the respondents told him not to interfere. PW 3 
in her evidence deposed that she made telephone call to the respondent no. 1 
requesting him to return the books aand uniforms of Krishna and on the next 
day Manoj and Bela took back the books and uniform. The respondent side in 
their defence adduced the evidnce of Ashok Jalan, Pushkar Dutt Jalan, Anil 
Kumar Jalan, Vikash Kumar and Kishori Baruah as DW 1, DW 2, DW 3, DW 4 
and DW 5. The DW 1, DW 2 and DW 3 denied all the allegation of domestic 
violence labeled against them. Defence witness Vikash Kumar who was an 
Income Tax Officer deposed that the aggrieved was an income tax assessee but 
from the evidence of the aforesaid witness it cannot be ascertained that the 
aggrieved has any permanent income. Witness Kishori barua deposed in her 
evidnce that as per report the domestic violence was caused by the husband. 
Now  on perusal of the evidence it is seen that domestic incident report 
specifically showed that the domestic violence was caused by the respondent no. 
1 but in that report there was nothing to hold the view that any violence was 
caused by the remaining respondents. The children of the aggrieved were 
neither examined as witnesses, nor the parents of the aggrieved. But 
considering the DIR and the evidence of the witnesses and in absence of 
anything adverse from the part of the respondent no. 1 the issue no. 1 and 2 
are answered in affirmative and are decided in favour of the aggrieved person. 
But the aggrieved has not been able to discharge her burden to hold the 
presumption that any domestic violence was caused by the respondents no. 2, 3 
and 4. So it is held that the petitioner is an aggrieved person and was subjected 
to domestic violence by her husband Ashok Kumar Jalan.

                                          Issue No. 3

14. This issue is related to the question as to whether the claims made by 
the aggrieved party upon the respondent is maintainable or not.

15. The aggrieved person prayed for a protection order u/s 18 of PWDVA in 
the tune of prohibiting acts of domestic violence by prohibiting the respondents 
from entering the school of her children, alienation, any form of communication 
alienation of assets, operation of joint bank locker and a direction to the 
respondent to stay away from the dependant, relatives of the aggrieved, 
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residence order in the tune of same level of alternative accommodation or house 
rent u/s 19 of PWDVA, monetary relief of Rs. 12,000/- only per month u/s 20 of 
PWDVA and custody of the children of the aggrieved to her. 

16.  On perusal of the evidence of the aggrieved it is appeared that though it 
was alleged that the respondent no. 4 threatened her brother but there is no 
evidence to presume such deposition.  Moreover it is not proved by the 
aggrieved that any of the respondents have does any act for which protection 
order is require to the aggrieved. However since it was already held that the 
respondent no. 1 who was the husband of the aggrieved subjected her to 
domestic violence I found it justified to allow the prayer for protection order u/s 
18 of PWDVA by restraining the respondent no. 1 from acts of domestic violence 
towards the aggrieved party also restraining the respondent no. 1 from abusing 
the aggrieved party with filthy language. It is seen from the evidence that the 
joint locker in the Indian Overseas Bank was operated by the aggrieved so there 
is no urgency of prohibition.

17. Though the aggrieved party has made a prayer for the residence order 
under section 19 of The PWDV Act to secure same level of alternate 
accommodation or pay rent for the same. From the evidence of the witnesses I 
have not found anything regarding the present stage of accommodation of the 
aggrieved. It is not clear what was the level of accommodation of the aggrieved 
during her stay with the respondents. So considering all the aspects the prayer 
for granting residence order u/s 19 of The PWDV Act is rejected.

18. The aggrieved party in her application prayed for an order directing the 
respondent to pay monetary relief u/s 20 for directing the respondent to pay an 
amount of Rs. 12,000/- only per month as maintenance to the petitioner. In DIR 
the aggrieved mentioned the amount claimed for directing the respondent to 
pay Rs. 4000/- only per month for food, clothes, medications and other basic 
necessity, for school fees and related expanses Rs. 2000/- only per month, for 
house hold expanses Rs. 4000/- only per month and any other expanses Rs. 
2000/- only per month. It is seen from form I that at the time of filing the 
application the two sons of the aggrieved was minor but at present they are 
major persons so they are not entitled for any school fees. Now from the case 
record it is seen that there is nothing from the aggrieved side to ascertain the 
monthly income of the respondent no. 1.  In the cross examination of DW 1 
Ashok Jalan it was admitted that for the year 2009 in balance sheet his income 
was shown as 1,70,900/- only. So it is appeared that the respondent no 1 had 
an income. It is appeared to allow a monthly maintenance of Rs. 12,000/- per 
month will be justified to the aggrieved by the respondent no. 1.  So I found it 
justified to allow the prayer of maintenance of the aggrieved by directing the 
respondent no. 1 Ashok Kumar Jalan to pay a monthly amount of Rs. 12,000/- 
only per month to the aggrieved party.  Moreover the aggrieved has not 
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exhibited any evidence to show that any stridhan article was given at the time of 
her marriage. So in absence of anything I found it justified to reject the prayer 
for returning stridhan.

19. The case is disposed of under the following order,

                                          

                                                     ORDER

From the above discussion it is held that domestic violence has been occurred to 
the aggrieved party and considering all the aspects the prayer for protection 
order u/s 18 of PWDVA is partly allowed by restraining the respondent no. 1 
from acts of domestic violence towards the aggrieved party and also restraining 
the respondent from abusing the aggrieved party with filthy language. The 
respondent no. 1 Ashok Kumar Jalan is directed to pay an amount of Rs. 
12,000/- only per month to the aggrieved as maintenance from the date of 
order. Supply a free copy of this order to the aggrieved party, the respondents 
and the service provider and the O/C, of the concerning police stations. 
Accordingly the case is disposed off.

Given under my hand and seal of this court on this 20th day of May 2017 at 
Guwahati.

Dictated and corrected by me,

Nayanjyoti Choudhury                                                   Nayanjyoti Choudhury

Judicial Magistrate First Class                                Judicial Magistrate First Class 

    Kamrup (M)                                                                   Kamrup (M)
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                                                APPENDIX

(A) Prosecution Exhibits:

           Ext. 1- Bill

           Ext. 2- Bill

           Ext. 3 to 3(vii)- Receipt

           Ext. 4 to 15- Money receipt

(B) Defence  Exhibits:

          Ext. A to F, W, X, Y, A 1, A2, A3- Photos

          Ext. G to J- Copy of Income tax return

          Ext. K, L, M- Counter Foil of Fee slip

          Ext. N- Information letter

          Ext. O- Copy of restitution case

          Ext. P- Service copy of written statement

          Ext. Q- Xerox copy of divorce petition

          Ext. R- Electricity bill

          Ext. S- Municipality tax receipt

          Ext. T- Town Committee receipt

          Ext. U- Receipt copy of FIR

          Ext. V- Copy of FIR

          Ext. Z- Letter of Joint Secretary

          Ext. I- Appointment letter

          Ext. A- Form 1 

  (C) Witnesses Exhibits:

          Nil 

  (D)  Prosecution Witness:
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         PW1— Manoj Agarwalla

         PW 2— Pranab Medhi

         PW 3— Jenifer Liang

         PW 4— Bella Jalan

                  

(E) Defence Witness:

         DW 1- Ashok Kumar Jalan

         DW 2- Pushkar Dutt Jalan

         DW 3- Anil Kumar Jalan

         DW 4- Vikash Kumar

         DW 5- Kishori Baruah

(F) Court Witness:

            Nil 

                                                   -------------------------
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